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THE BEST TOOL TO CENTRALIZE
ALL YOUR MEDIA
eMediaFinder is a scalable media search platform
accessible from a mobile app, desktop or any web
browser to quickly find specific media files from
among millions of possible records. This platform
is especially developed for IT departments.
eMediaFinder helps speed up the time it takes to
store and find files. Advanced AI is used to
automatically to tag photos, video or audio, along
with all related data.
eMediaFinder is 100% open source and built with
Java/Docker/Linux technology.
We fully believe in the open-source approach and
support the hundreds of developers and
thousands of users who track their creative and
intellectual property using our solution for long
term security, enhanced collaboration and
versatile publishing.
Our results and media management technology
have been validated by universities like Harvard
and Yale, as well as large international
organizations like the United Nations.

And it is also SIMPLE AND EASY TO GET STARTED!

We work together with our clients to continually
develop better technology through collaboration,
which is always oriented toward their particular
needs; incorporating the newest thinking on DAM
from working with top-research teams from
various clients.
Christopher Burkey, the founder of EnterMedia,
has the vision of “self-deterministic ownership of
media files”.
He believes that everyone has the right and
should be empowered to maintain their own
digital libraries.
Here’s a TED Talk where he explains the principles
that EnterMedia was built on:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB_DejdC5O8
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INNOVATE YOUR BUSINESS WITH
EMEDIAFINDER
Objectives of eMediaFinder:

eMediaFinder Technology:

Track all related user business data such as Project,
Product details, People or Event details.
eMediaFinder helps speed up the time it takes to
store and find files again (Businesses).

Use advanced AI to automatically tag photos, video
or audio (Marketing departments). Add detailed
video tag editing and automated transcription using
Google Voice AI.

Support a single source of high quality media files
than can be simultaneously distributed within any
Web Platform such as Wordpress or Drupal or
others (Web editors).

Make use of entity tracking. Track all data records
that are related to the assets such as information,
Product details, Project codes, etc.

Help your Designers and Editors find and upload
high resolution files in one place.
Fast page loading using our own low cost
distribution of images or videos across a world
wide network of web servers (Universities).
Build a media web portal to share files with remote
partners.

Automatic media conversions. We use an engine
that converts a file into other formats or sizes.
Our platform is accessible from a mobile app,
desktop or any web browser.
Support media sharing to all Social platforms such
as Facebook, YouTube and Instagram (Digital
nomads).
Wordpress plugin located here:
https://wordpress.org/plugins/emediafinder/
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CERTIFICATIONS
Company Security Protocols, certifications, data
encryption capabilities and service level
agreements (SLA).
Our Data Center partner is Tier.Net, an SSAE 16
Type II / PCI-DSS compliant center.
We also provide full SLA's for the operation of our
servers. For data protection we use a layered
Linux, NGINX, Docker and Java. Each layer is
isolated from the layer above it. We also run
automated ansible updates, antiviral, anti-attack
software.
Integrations eMediaFinder is compatible with:
Amazon Elemental video transcoding
Amazon S3 sync
Google Drive sync
YouTube uploading
Wordpress/Drupal editor
Woowza streaming

Customers are fully supported
EnterMedia has created a purpose-built client
portal to support your goals and issues.
Your team will have access to eMediaFinder
support staff using an online chat and ticketing
system. The portal will also monitor the health of
your server resources. We provide support for all
areas of our software as well as, user training,
custom workflows, new features and consultancy
with our team of product architects.
24/7 Server Monitoring.
Secure Data Integrity validation and multilevel backups.
World Class Tech Support technical support,
customer service and customer care.
Request TrackingTrack multiple goals such as
new features, training, code changes and
meetings.
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ROADMAP
Vision
Pioneering thousands of independent media file
libraries owned and operated by creative
departments, organizations, artists, filmmakers
and designers. eMediaFinder, the most popular
open source platform to ensure independently
owned libraries remain perpetually accessible
without any terms, conditions or censorship.
Mission
We provide creative departments a scalable
media storage platform which is accessible from
any device, to quickly find specific media files
from among millions of possible records.
eMediaFinder helps speed up the time it takes
to store and find files again using advanced AI to
automatically tag photos, video or audio along
with all related rich data.

Goals
Help businesses to never lose their media files
again.
Help web editors publish articles and include
relevant images or videos.
Help marketing departments recycle and repurpose existing creations into new creations.
Offer mobile access for digital nomads to quickly
find a file from their phone.
Provide media archiving for Universities to curate
and search large media libraries for educators and
students.
Strategies
Leadership of EnterMedia makes sure the company
maintains a technical focus.
Agile Programming methodologies allow us to fix,
test and deploy bug fixes the same day.
Using Java and Object Orientated HTML allows the
code to scale as complexity increases over time.
Work closely with clients using a fully integrated
feedback loop and a chat based support portal.

